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Those who dare to teach
had better start to learn.

Ref lee tor
EDUCATE

Vol. III, No. 20 ·

LEAD

REFLECT

Newark State College

Elections For Activities Of HMetropoiis''
Stµdent Org. Foreign Co-eds Next Film
Club Movie
Scheduled
Tentative dates have been set
for the Student Organization
elections for next year's officers,
Anthony Conte, President of
Student Organization announced.
On March U., all the candidates
for the offices of president, vicepres id en t,
secretary and
treasurer will be presented to
the student body in a convocation
to be held in the gymnasium.
Candidates for president must
be members of thepresentjunior
class; candidates for the office
of vice-president must be members of the present freshman
class. The candidates
f o·r
treasurer will be appointed by
the mathematics department, and
the secretary may be a member
of any class.
The tentative date for the
primary election is March '27,
with the final election held on
March 29, 1n the primary elections, students will vote for one
of the candidates for each office,
and the two candidates receiving
the most ballots will be the
candidates in the final election.
Student desiring to ruri for any
of the offices should pick up
petitions in the Student Organi.i:ation office on Monday, March
13. Petitions, complete with 25
signatures, must be returned by
March 15.
Elections for class officers
and student counci(members will
be held later in the spring.

Election Rules
These rules have been take n
from the Student Organization
Constitution,
l, Nomination s ha l l be by
petition signed by. twenty-five
members of th e
Student
Organization. Petitioner's signatures must also be affixed to
the said petition. No student may
sign more than two petitions for
each office. All petitious shall
be posted by the Election Com mittee,
2, The openi11g and closing
dates for circulation and filing
of petitions shall be designated
by the Student Council Election
Committee.
3, The candidates for Student
Organization of tic es shall be
presented at a meeting of the
Student Organizat1oi"1,
4. A primary election shall be
held in which the voters shall
vote for one candidate for each
oftice. The two (2) candidates
receivi i,g the highest number of
votes shall be candidates for the
final election.
5. In the final election each
voter shall vote for one candidate
for each office, The candidate
receiving the higher number of
votes shall be declared elected,
6. The schedule for the foregoing procedure shall begin as
soo1, as possible after March 15,
with the elections held in the
following order:
a, Student Organization Of f1cers
b. Class Officers
c. Student Council Members
The term of office for officers
of the Student Organ1zatio11 and
members of the Student Council
shall begin May 1 of the preceding
academic year. The term of office for class officers shall be
the academic year.
Card Pa rty
A ca rd party for all
sororities is being spon- .
sored by Nu Theta Chi. It
will be held on March .9, at
7:30 P.M.

Prior to this semes.ter, two
fore1g11 students, Mika Mayoraz
and Zuleika Mussi have bee n
studying at Newark State College.
Due to illness, however, Zuleika
was compelled to return to Brazil
in January.
Both girls represented Newark
State's foreign student program
at the International Conferences
and informal foreign student
weekends. Suleika Mussi spent
a weekend m Montclair with foreign students from colleges in
the area, Soon afterwards, Mika
s p e n t a similar weekend at
Pleasantville, New York, where
she was sh own architectural
creations of Frank Lloyd Wright
and the Reader's Digest Plant,
Zuleika spe nt a weekend at
Skidmore College representing
the college at a Latin American
Conference, Here, though many
students attended, only a few of
the Latin American countries
were represented.
Both g,rls were part of a
Wappalane weekend in the autumn
at Stokes State Forest.
As other girls, at sorority
rushing time, the girls received
various bids to jom sororities
as honorary members. Mika is
presently a member of Nu Theta
Chi and Zuleika was an active
member of Kappa Epsilon and an
ho norary me mber of Nu Sigma
Tau.
While Juniors and Se11iors were
student teaching, Mika visited
various grammar schools in
Elizabeth with D,·. Altena, advisor to the foreign students.
She also spent the day in
Plainfield with Mrs. Fry where
she spoke to four third grades
which were studying South
America.
It was felt by the Foreign
S,ude11t Committee and advisors,
after studying other foreign
student programs, that the first
semestc:r presented too short an
acqua , ntance with Newark State
students and the surrounding
community to enable bothfore,gn
students to feel relaxed and confident when addressing groups.
Such speaking engagements were
postponed for the time being,
although both girls spoke to their
Comparative Education classes
about the educational system of
their respective countries,
In order to remedy this situation, the Fore,gn Student Com- .
mittee is planning an evening
for the studeut body to meet
Miss Mayoraz. Clubs or organ,zations wishing to invite her to
speak to their groups may contact
her Lhrough her mailbox, # 546,

"Me tropolis" and "Moods in
Motion" will be the motion pictures showu by the Fi11e Arts
Film Club as its third program
of the year, There will be two
performances on Monday, March
13, at 7:30 P.M., and Tuesday,
March 14, at 3:30 P.M.
Accord,ng to the Brando.-1 lnternation Film Class,cs catalog,
the dominant the me of ' 'Metropolis" is "the labyrinthine and
amazing architecture of the city
of the future." Directed by Fritz
Lang, the catalog describes the.
film as pre-dating ''many of the
ideas and techniques employed
in the film version of H. G.
Wells' 'Things to Come."
"Metropolis" 1s a full length,
s i 1e u t
movie, run,1ing 120
minutes.
"Moods i11 Motion", which runs
for five minutes, was directed by
Ettilie Wallace. The movie is
done ii! "Kaleido-light" which
is described by the catalog as
a "new art- ,n-motion form for
presenting abstractly some of the
visual and aural aspects of certain subj ~·cts. Here the subject
is schizophrenia, and as a counterpoint to the asbtract images
the music of drum, flute, and
human voice is heard,''
At the piano will be Stua r t
Oderman.

Checlc System
Established Br
library Gro,,

•'Education is a thing of
which only the few are capable; teach as you will only
a s m a 11 percentage will
profit by your most zealous
energy." - George Gissing
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''Over-Kill~' Maior Force
In World Today, Says
Speaker, Max ·Lerner

Columnist Max Lerner

The Student Organization pre- our difficulties. He commented
sented
Max Lerner, author, on the fact that he was quite surThe checking station that has
newspaper man, and educator, as prised to see Kennedy elected by
been established in the Library the second figure in the third such a narrow margin, and that
at t h·e main entrance since annual M. Ernest Townsend ''if we save ourselves it will be
Monday, February 27, has been Memorial Lecture Series at because of this narrow margin."
instituted in order to help Newark State College, on March
One of the most dangerous
the serious student-users of the
2, 1961, in the D' Angola Gymnatasks of teachers, he said, is
library, and not to humiliate sium.
that they are on the edge of an
them, Mr. Joseph Rendell, head
Dr. Lerner directed his lecture abyss, an abyss into which any
librarian, said last week,
to the • 'carriers of education" in moment we can fall.
He ex-·
Meeting with the Library Comthe American society.
pressed amazement that people
mittee on Tuesday, February 28,
He acknowledged three major
. Mr. Rendell added that the check- forces in the world, the first go on from day to day not realizing the very danger thatexists
ing station had been instituted as
being the "over-kill factor,
a means of preventing the dis- which, he said, is typical of our and the catastrophy that might
appearance of volumes from the age. According to Lerner, the occur. "It is not in the stars,
but in ourselves that the future
library, These volumes, said Mr.
U.S. and U.S.S.R. have in their
Rendell, are important to some · possession an amount of TNT lies,"
Dr. Lerner stated his opinion
people, and they should be in the large enough to destroy every
Library when they are sought man, woman, and child thirty of the framework in the daily
jobs of teachers and parents.
out,
times over. "We are caught in He referred to them as the
"What we really would like is
a deadly spiral of missions in ''three knows,"
People must
complete cooperation from the which unilateral disarmament
students", said Mr. Rendell. "ln offers decisive temptations," Dr. know material and subject matter to the greatest extent so that
both removal of books and noise- Lerner said,
they can transcend its principles
making in the Library, the only
~
Secondly, he noted, there exists
way we can solve the problems racial and revolutionary nation- and its history. People must also
know their country and their
we have is to obtain the coalism with an assertion of .
operation of the student body", e motional violence, The state of world, ''and know America as a
civilization."
he said.
affairs in Africa, he said, is a
Dr. Lerner pointed out that
One of the items discussed combination of ''Black fascism
Ra ymond Gniewek, violm,st,
by- the Library Committee at and white communism." He said America is still in a revoluand Richard Wo,tach, pianist will its meeting was what could be the world as a whole is irrational tionary state, although it is a
and
unnoticed
one
present a concert at Newark done with students who were when acclaimed ''men possess silent
State College• on Thursda y,
discovered in an attempt to re- thoughts, but ideas possess men." involving drastic changes. There
March 16, in the Little Theater move books from the library If the human mind were wholly is a quality of bigotry, hate and
blindness. "As thinking people
without a- library card.
at 8:15 P.M.
rational, which is impossible,
Gn ,ewek, a graduate of the
It was suggested by one of the he said, we could discover we should recapture a national
Eastman School of Mus i c, three student members of the preventive methods for the above purpose", ':Lerner said. He then
commended President Kennedy
Rochester, New York is the excommittee that anyone caught problems.
conc ertmaster of the Rochester stealing books from the library
The last force he mentioned for his leadership qualities. "He
is a man who does his homeCivic Orchestra. Presently, he is be placed on probation, while a was defined as the "Grand Design
the concertmaster
of
the faculty member suggested fining of Communism." This is the work;'' he said,
In conclusion, Lerner mentionMetropolitan Opera Orchestra,
a student. No decision was difference between world conAlso a graduate of the Eastman reached at the meeting.
ed three possible dialogues which
querors of yesteryear and those
School of Music, Wo1tach is the
The Library Committee also of today, for today we resort to can lead to world peace: an
former accompanist of violinist discussed the noise that was a an intellectual realism, Lerner
armistice or disarmamentdialoZeno Fraucescatt. He is now common occurence in the explained. The difference begue, a negotiable dialogue, and
serving as the Assistant Conworld authority supervised by the
library. Mr. Rendell pointed out tween Russia and China, he said,
ductor of the M,·tropolitan Ooera, that signs have ·been placed in is that Russia understands the
U.N.
In addition to accompanying several areas of the library threat of a nuclear war, whereas
At the end of the lecture, a
Gniewek, Mr. Woitach will play urging readers to be quiet.
China either does not understand quespon was posed to Lerner
a number of solos.
"The librarians do not intend or does not ''give a damn."
regatding his opinion of the
The program will consist of to be members of a police force",
political philosphy of Barry GoldDr. Lerner said that the
' the works of Domenico Scarlatti,
he said, "We're only trying to present administration in Wash- water. "I think Mr. ·Goldwater
Frederic Chop,n, Bela Bartok,
keep the Library a fit place for imrton i the mos
has the greatest mind of the 18th
atisfa o

"Met" Artist
Plan Concert
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Editorials
. Here We Go Again
We are certainly aware of the noise that our editorials of a few
weeks back has occasioned. The ''Letters" column of last week
was as long as we've ever seen it. And we know that a great deal
of unfavorable ciriticism has been leveled at the REFLECTOR
for what it so ungraciously said in those editorials.
Having let a short time pass so that tempers might cool off a
little, we would like to here re-present our ideas on both Junior
Practicum and Senior Student Teaching, modifying and clarifying
them where we see fit.

Junior Practicum
Let us begin this week with an analysis of the Junior Practicum.
And there is no better beginning that the admission of the good
points that are inherent in the activity.
First of all, no one will deny that Practicum gives teaching
experience to the Juniors who go through it. For two months each
year, the Juniors are exposed to the profession that they have chosen
as their life's work • . Through the Practicum, they are giveri the
opportunity to know, in parvo, what life in the teaching world
probably will be like.

. In the second place, practicum familiarizes the teachers · college
student with classroom problems and techniques. In the understanding that Senior Student-Teaching is in the not-distant future,
the Junior Practicum makes a contribution to preparing all its
participants for everything that is expected of them in their senior
year.
We do not have any quarrel over these ideas. We readily agree
that there are these points to be considered in an evaluation of the
Junior Practicum,
But there is a question, it seems to us, that is basic to this entire
question of Practicum, basic to the whole realm of the preparation
of teachers. That question is this: Is the time that must be sacrificed
from school work during January and February on Junior Practicum
worth ·che experience that may be gained from the practicum?
This is a question that deserves serious considerations, before
a hasty "Yes" or ''No" answer is given. For having admitted the
worth of the two months out of college, and having admitted it in
terms of its value to the future teacher, one may seriously wonder
why an institution like practicum should ever come under question.
There is only one reason why this could happen: that practicum
is not accomplishing what it should accomplish and it should
accomplish' the preparation of teachers for the public schools of
America,
yve are not any" of us going to deny that Newark State College is
sull Newark State Teachers College, despite the euphemistic change.
We are engaged in the mass production of teachers for the schools
;of our country and so it will probably remain for a long time to c,ome.
,What we must ask ourselves again and again is the question we put
several paragraphs ago: is Practicum worth the time out of college?
There are two schools of thought to answer this question. One
school says that the skills of discipline and control are important
benefits to be gained from Practicum and for this reason it should
be retained.
The second school of though claims that two months spent in
practice teaching, despite the ''experience" values to be gained
fr_o~ it, deprives the student of two months that could be spent
within the halls of academe in the pursuit of knowledge. Which of
these points of view is the more valid?
Let us not, this time, fall into bickering about secondaries versus
GE's. That is a silly fight that gets us nowhere. What each student
at l'iSC must ask himself now is which of the above philosophies
he subscribes to,
We have found ourselves in agreement with the latter - that the
most important thing to_ be gained from this college or any college
is the amount of subJect matter it imparts to the students in
attendance.
B~t is the "experience" that Practicum gives astudent so valuable
as it. would seem? Does it help prepare a teacher for teaching?
Certainly, but so does Senior student teaching. For that matter
so. will _the first year of a teaching career make you a better
~r.cher m experi~ce than you have ever been before. What is
distur_bing to us is that so much emphasis is placed on getting
experience in the Junior year. As we have said many time before,
in pursuing a policy that requires a Junior to practice teach for
two mo_nths~ we are disrupting his schedule, interfering with his
academic life, and generally making him a worse, not better,
teacher, than he might be, All this twaddle that emanates from
certain areas of the campus about "the value of experience" is
nothing more than twadqle. The Senior year is there for experience.
The Junior year should be kept inviolate for academic work
The Junior _Practicum is not completely useless, as we admitted
above. But it has ':le _p lace ~ the curriculum of this college, or
of any college or insutuuon of higher learning that even pretends to
be educating intelligent adults.

REFLECTOR

Intercollegiate Press Association
~e opinions expresseq in signed columns in this newspaper do
not nece~sarily reflect the opinions of the editors, Nor is anything

printed m _this newspaper, unless directly signed as such to be
taken as official policy or opinion.
Editor-in-chief. , . Peter Barrett
Managing Editor, •• Andrea Loomis
News Editor, •• Cynthia Judson
Feature Editor •• ,Stu Oderman
Sports Editors.· •• Jan Picarell

Business Manager, •• Jim Haney
Public Relations, •• Le~na Kanter
Yolanda Torre
Copy Editors, • .Ruth Vernick
Art Editor ••• Lorenzo
Sandy Treat
Circulation Manager. • • • •••.
Judy Silverman
Faculty Advisor, .• Dr. Matthew Dolkey

Stud_ent Teaching
Having abolished Junior
Practicum, let us proceed to
an examination of the area that
has caused the most trouble in
these pages: student teaching.
Having paused for two weeks
while the furor slowly settled,
we think it time to clarify what
we said originally in our
editorial comment on what was
then referred to as "The
Plague",
We are willing to acknowledge,
under pressure, that much of what
was said was saidintheextreme.
Student teaching is probably not
the MOST gruelling work in the
world, but we hold fast to the
idea that it is a tough and dirty
job,
The overall reaction to that
original editorial however, has
been pleasing,
Jc has started
people thinking th a c Student
Teaching is perhaps not God's
gift to the thoughtful college
senior, and if it's done this it's
been worthwhile,
The purpose of the editorial
was not to convince people that
Senior Student Teaching should
be eliminated, If we had said
what we said about attending
college instead of about studentteaching, we seriously doubt that
there would have been as much
shock and horror as there was.
No one would have thought we
were calling for the abolition of
college if we had said that being
a student was "one of the most
miserable jobs in the world" .•
But Student Teaching seems a
delicate and extremely sore spot,
and maybe we should have kept
our filthy mouths off this holy
institution,
Well, we were not so obliging
as we might have been. We said
that student teaching was hard
work-granted, not in such polite
words - and now find ourselves
in the unfortunate position of
being attacked from all _c orners . .
Well, we'll say it again; student
teaching is a grueling •job. and we
await your angry letters.
Number One: Senior Student
Teaching is too long. As we
mention~d above, in our plea for
the abolition of Practicum, those
two months in the middle of the
year subtract that much time
from subject matter study. Again,
it seems to us, as we· have said
someplace before, that we may
be ''sacrificing basic understanding in the interests of
surface proffciency", We fail to see
how
mu ch
more
''experience" (this seems to be
the watchword of those who favor
the long practicum and the long
student-teaching periods) can be
gained fr om eight weeks than
could be gained from four. It
stands to reason that a teacher
who is well-grounded in subject
matter .(and we mean teacher)
will be better prepared to fulfill
his obligations to hi$ employer.
After four weeks of practicing,
generally, a student has learned
the major tricks of the trade,
What c o m e s after that is
interesting, surely, and quite
possibly enjoyable, It would be
enjoyable if there were a bar on
campus, preferably in the College
Center, but it would be asinine
to provide four credits of more
for the completion of a course
in the Art and Science of Drinking, The parallel between a
tavern and student teaching, we
will admit, is rather absurd, but
no more than the arguments that
Student Teaching should be
retained because ''the students
like it", as one might be led to
believe from letter that appeared
here last week,
NUMBER TWO: This is a new
point, and one that we think
deserves more than a curt dismiss al.
Everyone has noticed a sharp
rift between two· groups of
s~udents on this campus - the
Secondary majors and the
General Elementary and Early
Childhood majors. One of the
major causes of this rift, and one
which is separating the groups
even more, is the disparity in
the grading systems used by the
different departments, No two
departments grade thesameWB:Y.
Some recognize that a hiring
superintendent looks for at least
a ·B in Student Teaching before
\..,._

u ,~11

h ir .a

o

t'.acrhpr

whil P

others maintain that a C indicate
· an average teacher, B a better
than average one, and A a
superior teacher.
The latter
individuals express the sentiment
that very few practice-teachers
c an be considered superior
teachers, and consequently grade
low,
It's only natural that there
be friction between groups that
are graded on student teaching in
two different manners.
This
rift will grow wider each year,
as more and more secondary
majors come through the StudentTeaching .experience, And there
are only two ways of eliminating
this sharp se_Qaration,
One is by reaching some
uniform conclusion on the grading
system to be employed, a conclusion that will be accepted by
all departments,
A second way is to eliminate
the A, B, C, D, F grading system
for student teaching, and substitute S or U, for satisfactory
or unsatisfactory.
We prefer the former method,
but with the violent disagreement
that is obvious on this campus,
we suggest that the latter method
be a possible solution to this
growing problem. No one will be
seriously hurt by such a change,
and it may possibly bring the
Secondaries and t he Gener al
Elementary - Early Childhood
majors closer together.
Enough for Student Teaching.
We welcome the assaults that we
know will come, and we wish you
luck in arguing with us.

letters
'TIS SPRING
To The Editor:
I have heard the warbling of
many strange birds across the
distance that presently separates
me from NSC. The songa re
about practicum, student teaching, and secondary majors. Of
course, spring is coming, and the
tides of life begin to surge just
a bit more energetically thru the
varicose veins of men and lesser
animals alike, For all that it
is still hard not to wince at 'che
sound of sour notes.
But since cacophony is in
season, let me whistle a bit, too,
to Wit:
1. As
everyone knows,
secondary
majors - are
specialists.
What everyone
doesn't know is that, by definition
specialists are incomplete peopl;
who prefer to perceive smidgens,
In discussing this, Jose Ortega
y Gasset observed that specialization allowed untalented people
to . c?ncent_rate upon severely
dehmlted fields and make impressive discoveries. Baker
Brownell added that specialists
are people who prefer security
to love (of wisdom),
As an
operation al dis cription:
specialists are people who sit in
circles and pass the word around
about how damn smart they are.
2, ~ everyone knows, the
tri~mph~t creation of secondary
maJor 1 s the American high
school: unarticularted, (sic), uncorrelated, and unfused. · Last
year this school lost almost four
out of every ten students before
graduation, A corporation that
lost accounts at that rate would
chop off the heads of every
executive, But this statistic does
not upset the secondary major
since it is clear that many high
school students come from
common clay and shouldn't be in
hi_gh, school in the first place,
Didn t Arthur Cardinal Bestor
pronounce in the September
l 95~, !~sue of ''The Saturda;
. Review
that the high school
student who lacked abs tr act
verbal intelligence should ''dig
ditches"?
3, As everyone knows who
reads this paper, the goals of
secondary majors are clear: to
feel
superior to elementary
school majors; to substitute three
more content courses for practicum and student teaching; and to
believe . that information is
knowledge. What every one
doesn't know is: that it is easy
to _train specialists (secondary
maJors); and hard to educate
gen_e ralists (general elementary
maJors); that apprenticeship in
thP Art nf tPAr-hino- <:hn111rl hP far

tougher and longer than
practicum and student teaching;
and that knowledge means the
power to apply information to
problems in ways that will increase the humane and the
generous,
4, As everyone knows, if you
say anything long enough and loud
enough, many people will soon
believe what they hear. The
determination of secondary
majors to limit their own
development is vigorous and
noisy. They will soon prevail
and earn the right to have three
more courses in the field of their
limitation, What everyone doesn't
know is that this will result in
the appearance in high schools
of even more ditch diggers,
But that is all right, The world
is filled with two kinds of people:
those who are fulfilled by standardized and true-and-false
tests, and ditch diggers,
Thank you for the chance to
run the scales, I have to stop
writing, My wife just called to
say that she finally found my
shovel in the furnace room,
Cordially yours,
Rychard Fink
MORE ON PRACTICUM
To the editor:
Have just returned to studies
again after much- debated Jr,
Practicum Observations: It is
impossible for words to describe
what to me, is the destrictive
and damaging effects of cessation
of all studies and contact with
the school for two entire months.
Practicum becomes an experience in a vacuum, apart and
disassociated,
Though there is a certain
amount of "familiarizing" with
school-room atmosphere to be
gained by practicum (also an
understanding of certain somber
realities) the good is negated to
a large extent by a few factors
one being the constant anxiety
about the "mark" one is to get,
In attempting to keep a balance
between attitudes of co-operating
teacher and supervisor (let's
never forget the ever - present
SUBJECTIVE factor) the tension
found in Newark State re:
"marks" is extended into the
field, The question never seems
to be "What did you learn"
but ''what mark did you get?"
And what are the criteria by
which one is judged 7
It seems to me though Jr. ·
Practicum has certain background benefits, if you will, it
does not necessitate a period
of eight full-time weeks at the
expense of study, discussion or
workshops relating to problems
in teaching, This would be more
worthwhile than "supervisors"
having to take on the burden of
dashing all over the State to make
s pot evaluations and to give
childish, meaningless letter
gr ades, Workshop sessions or
discussion and further study to
supplement part-.time practicum
would at least help a student
to understand some of the
problems in education today, As
it stands, a student has a
tendency on his uncertain, novice
own, to absorb whatever he sees
in the schools and does not
institute any critical thinking
1ea ding to better methods,
perhaps. Since many old methods
are tragic indeed, these should be
discussed with future teachers
who must certainly be the
"hope" of improving education
or at least knowing how to
DEFINE it • Once again,
Dorothy Weitzman,
A DISCUSSION
To The Editor:
Unfortunately, I find it impossible to address this letter "with
all respect", as I can have no
respect for a person who lacks
the courage of his or her convictions to the extent that he or
she refusP.s to sign a letter to

(Continued on Page 3)
Tubular metal garden furniture won't be strewn all
tver the yard by a gust of
wind if a thin mixture of
; ement is poured into the
hollow, open legs,
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Theatre
The Wall
reviewed J.Jy Andrea Lello
February is the closing month
for "The Wall" and if you
haven't seen it you've missed
a good one.
The time is the spring of
1940 on a street in Warsaw. The
scene opens with a happy note
transformed by the enjoyable
Fishel Shpunt, played by Joseph
Buloff, an old but pleasant furniture seller. We see children
merrily running through the
streets, trees are budding, and
spring engulfs the entire atmosphere. There exists little
awareness of the tragedy that will
occur in the few forthcoming
years:-"Misery". This amazing
two act play is based on the
novel by John Hersey and directed by Morton Da Costa. It
gives us a full account of the
historical human suffering that
existed during the Nazi occupation in Poland. The plot is a
familiar one, seeing happiness
turned into choas with disaster
and loss of many valuable lives,
then all ends well for the remaining few.
The Wall is most definitely a:
human interest story, not all
exaggerated in truth. A tranquil
Jewish community revolves into
upheaval and suddenly not only
friends but also relatives can no
longer be trusted, loyalty disappears, and love is a thing of
the past. For an innate object,
a mere wall, changes the fate of
thousands of pe aceful, Godfearing, and tender people, while
the Nazi venom sucked the very
blood out of innocent victims in
the Jewish ghetto.

remainder of your lengthly
epistle. I find it utterly impossible to answer as you failed to
present a logical basis for debate.
I look forward to a more
logical discussion on a somewhat more adult level than you
allowed for previously.

As before,
Rachel Apt, brillantly porHee-Haw Dormer
trayed by Marian Seldes, was
deeply involved with the underSTUDENT TEACHING
ground movement. Her hatred
To
the Editor:
for the Nazis only emphasized
her love and faith for the future.
Regarding your editorial in
This was clearly presented by
REFLECTOR,
dated
her- philosophy of let them kill . THE
and destroy and we shall give February 14, 1961, about student
teaching, I question whether
birth anew.
An outstanding figure, Dole k this is a general feeling among
students at Newark State College
Berson, played by Robert Burr.
Here we see a man completely or that of the person who write
bound in deep emotions yet never it.
I feel that the person writing
reflecting it. To those around
him he seemed strange, un- this has probably had an unhappy
affected, unaware of danger, or practice - teaching experience,
even- not impressed with the .•• but in my experience, . . .
values and virtues of life. Yet student teachers fe el that they
deep down he ached as each Jew have gained by being able to put
was tortured, as though the very into pract ice the theories they
insides of him were being torn have learned in school. Most of
bit by bit in a slow, continuous, them wish they could go on teachinfinite process. In short, he ing rather than return to the
was a strong man with a com- colleg·e.
If this editorial were a valid
passionate heart. Robert Burr is
a rare individual who stepped up criticism, a stating co11d1tions
from understudy into a leading that need correction, and making
role created by stage and film constructive suggestions for imstar George C. Scott. Burr has provement, i't would have value
appeared in last season's The to all those in the teaching field,
Andersonville Trial, Who was but as the article is written, it
that Lady I Saw You With?, and sounds like the results of a
"gripe" session i n a small
Anniversary Waltz.
This dynamic drama implied clique.
There is a "betwet:n-thethat all suffering was endured
while the Jewish faith and cul- lines" undercurrent to this
ture, instead of slowly dying, editorial that bodes ill for teachsealed off forcibly from the ,ng as a profession, and for
outside world and the laws that · children committed to the teachgovern their faith became a ings of those who think as the
(Continued on Page 4-)
powerful binding force among
them. For those few who escaped
the ghetto it is evident that faith
was the victor.

Second Cho ice
by V. Kashuda
I know he loves
Me - he proves it
Everyday - as he
Hugs me with his
Cereal-hands, and
Kisses me with
Those milk-white
Lips, each designed
In a personal way.
It's love all right.
But oh. to be loved
With the kind of
Love, ·ihi.d the kind
Of care, that he
Gives each day to
His raggedy, oneEyed Teddy Bear.

"Texas Ranger"
Editor Resigns·

Three Attend:
NSA Meet
Three National Student Association members from Newark
State were present at the PentaRegional conference at Rutgers
on February 17, 18 and 19, Trudy
Klok. Nadine Yanger and Joan
Tallas
Miss Klok attended the Workshop on the House Committee on
Un - American Activities.
Speakers were Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
on leave from his position as
research analyst for HCUA and
Mr.
Clarence Ferguson,
professor of law at Rutgers
University, Newark.
The main question was whether
th~
committee should
be
abolished, and discussion followed the pro and con presentation of the speakers. The
students attending the workshop
remained divided in their feelings
concerning this question.
The film "Operation Abolition" was shown and presented
the riots against HCUA in
California as a Communist-led
and -inspired attempt to destroy
the committee. Miss Kl6k felt
that the film as a propoganda device for HCUA actually
did more damage than good for
the Committee.
Some arguments against the
Committee were: that it's title
was too vague; it showed insensitivity to the Bill of Rights;
provisions were ignored and misconception of meanings were
developing; it tended to subpoena
Communist groups or persons
more ~han other "subversive"
groups and activities .
Nadine Yanger attended the
Civil Rights workshop. It consisted of talks on the role ofNSA has played in assisting the
Negro population of the South
in their struggle for civil rights.
Tim Jenkins, NSA vicepresident for International
Relations, spoke on the legal,
political and eco~omic aspects of
the civil rights question. The sitin movements were discussed by
Bob Walters and international
relations were discussed by Hank
Boitel.
Katherine Garbue attended the
Federal Aid to Education workshop led by Ted Marchese, a
studend from Rutgers .
In the general session,
questions such as the following
were discussed: the necessity of
Federal aid to education; the extent to which the government
should control the schools and
their curricula; the abolition of
the Loyalty Oath.
The majority agreed that the
Loyalty Oath is not in itself
offensive but that the Disclaimer
Affidavit should be abolished.
Most people, it was felt, accept
the Loyalty Oath without an understanding of the issue, making
it a difficult problem to solve.
The workshop discussed issues facing the government's aid
to education - should aid be given
to parochial schools and to
segregated · schools? Various
opinions were drawn in these
matters but the basic conclusion
was that the government should
not try to settle every major
issue in one bill.

Austin, Texas (UPS)Theeditor
of the TEXAS RANGER, campus
humor magazine at the University of Texas, resigned lastweek
in a flurry of vehemence against
censorship of the magazine.
Lynn Ashby, the resigning
editor, called the censorship of
the RANGER "totally beyond the
bounds of what it was intended
for." An article concerning Dr.
Logan Wilson, recently resigned
chancellor of the University, was
c ens ore d by a three - man
RANGER Editorial Advisory
Committee.
The censorship de cision was
upheld by the Board of Texas
Student Publications, Inc., the
.publishers of the magazine.
Ashby had called a special meeting of the TSP Board to appeal
the decision of the censors. The
Board voted three to two to
by Linda Furst
reject the appeal on the grounds
that it was unjustified and without
I am taking a stand on Junior
merit.
Practicum
and
I
invite
the
opinby V. Kashuda
In a let ter addressed to the
ions of both faculty and s tudents
Board, Ashby said, "Since the
When Easter Sunday rolls
said, had reject ed him after that with reasons for their pos ition
RANGER cal ls itself the
around, and I think of the crpss
graduation marriage because she slated. I am against Junior
' students ' magazine of the Unithat Christ bore, I also think of felt Saul had married her out of Practicum - - - for the following
versity of Texas but it no longer
Saul. Saul was the skinny-kid
pity. Nobody want ed pity she told reasons:
is that, I prefer to spend my
type. You know, the type that
Saul. But who know that better
1. It costs each student $36
s p a r e time drinking b e er ,
people pity or feel sad about,
than he. It was this common and for the amount of work ininstead."
but never really like. It was
ground that helped them find each volved,
they and not the
Later in the letter, written
that way in school too. The night
other. Saul knew what she had cooperating teacher should be in typical RANGER style, Ashby
of the senior dinner he hooked
gone through during those last paid.
wrote, "Until the
TEX AS
up with a girl, reputedly emfour years
and determined
2. It takes away eight weeks
RANGER is returned to the
bossed with scarlet letters,
to change it all. He was going . of valuable time from an alstudents for which it was inknown as "Ransom Annie". It
to put in for a dependency dis- ready crowded school year.
tended, no editor worthy of the
was said that Annie'd been had
charge and go home to work it
3. It comes prematurally in name will tolerate the conditions
by so many guys that her name
out. He was sure that he and a student's life. The first two which now prevail toward the
could probably be found in the
Annie and the kids could be happy years of college here give us a magazine."
yellow pages under "W".
together, but he never had a liberal education. The last two
In an interview with theDAILY
It happened that, by graduation,
chance to prove it. On Easter years are years of professional TEXAN, Ashby said the censorAnnie was in a family way and
Sunday Saul bore his cross. training. Is it fair to expect a ing of the story concerning Dr.
Saul was announced as the lucky
It appeared in the form of a student to function as a teacher Wilson was an act by TSP of
father. Well, he married her, but
G_,,;k mortar shell. He died on a after such a short training
"protecting the sacred cow. This
he never saw her again - that
hill too.
period? Furthermore, if a student was not vulgar or obscene. People
is not for a long while. That
should achieve an '' A" for his can take it or leave it, as they
June we joined the army togeSooner or later we all go or her effort at this time, does
wish. ·The story had nothing
ther, and for the next four years
home. It was a year and a half this time, does this not imply vicious or dirty in it. This cenwe were constant companions.
later th at I saw Annie. She and superiority which needs no furth e thr ee kids, th e youngeS t ther training? If so, isn't a Senior sorship thing has gone beyond
We were returning from Korea in
the point of common sense.
'51 when we received word that
named Saul Jr. were living Wi th practice period merely an added
A member of the TSP comwe would have to return because
Saul's old man above the st0re burden? I happen to think it is.
mented he thought Ashby was
th
of the rising friction over the
he owned. Annie handled
e
4. It appears that placement
sincere when he said he was
38th parallel,
business for him and the arrange- convenient to an individual . has
"fed up", but "the supervision
When we reached
San
ment seemed to be working out become extremely difficult. This
of the RANGER is the same as
Francisco, Saul went over the
well. I'd never seen a prouder results from too many students
it was a week ago, a month ago,
hill. He was gone for five days.
mo th er, or a prouder grand- · to place. If Junior Practicum
and 10 years ago."
Luckily for him our outfit had ,f ather for that matter•
were
eliminated, p 1 a cing
not moved out so all he received
It's a quiet town now. Folks Seniors would be 50% easier.
was extra duty for fourteen days,
have forgotten the Annie of old
5. In the event of secondary
Shortly afterward he told me of
and view the new one as a good, specialization it is unfair to place
his visit home. Annie, he said
kind, hardworking mother. Sure, a Junior in a position where he
had two children now, and was
there may be other "Annies" must teach something which he
three months pregnant with a
around, as there are in all towns, has no background in because that
third. No more was said until
out Annie is no longer one of particular course isn't offered
that day on a hill outside of
them, Come this Easter, I'll us until next time.
Chunchon when he told me he
probably see Saul Jr. leading
6. If the reasons given so far
loved Annie. Nothing mattered, he
the church Procession. I wonder are not enqugh, let me add another
said, because they had bothfound
if he's going to be a skinny kid
more personal. When you student
love on that last visit. Annie, he
like his father?
teach, you play two roles . First
- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - . . ; _ - - - - I that of a teacher and second
that of the star always on display for who ever so desires to
observe. Sometimes I'm afraid
A DISCUSSION
the latter role takes prominence
Tickets on Sale in SCIO Office - $1.00
(Continued from Page 2)
over the former. It is not necessary to put on a show twice for
the editor.
The seminar in French
With regard to your let_ter the same audience. If the first
conversation, literat ure, and
All sororities have beep invited to a card party sponsored
last
week - I must admit that performance is a rehearsal, why
thought, being offered by Mr.
by Nu Theta Chi, on Thursday eveni11g, March 9, at 7:3U ,n the
must it be so extended a reI
found
it
entertaining
as
it
was
Martin Siegel, is open tc any
cafeteria. The faculty advisors of the Newark State college
quite natural for me to appreciate hearsal? The -· benefits gained
interested student with a
sororit.es have also been invited to participate ,n games, such
recognition.
However,
your from a double practicum are not
competancy in French.
as scrabble and bridge. · It is suggested that each table provide
rather puerile suggestion that I descernible to this individual.
The first meeting of t he
its own cards or games. Admission ui the card party is free and
7. Junior Practicum seems to
slit my throat left me slightly
seminar is scheduled f o r
refrt:shments will be served. So, •gals, for a night out and a
, bewildered as I am not sure be a sacred tradition which if
Wednesday, March 8, at 1:30,
pleasa" t eveuing of fu n, come out on March 9th to join in the
anything must only be altered.
whether
I
should
make
the
in the Little Theatre.
games.
incision from right to left or from Why alter something which is

Purple Sunday

Honesty-I••
Best Polley

·Brothers Four
Sing Here This
.Saturday Nite

letters·
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After 18 Years
Varsity Tennis
Begins At N.S.C.

Bloomfield Downs Squires
On FouI Shots, 71-63
Bloomfield College scored the
first five points and held on to
the lead to edge the Squires,
71-63 in a home game, . last
Tuesday night. The first half
was played on fairly even terms
although Bloomfield held their
five point lead, and increased
it to nine at the half. Tom Kuc,
Art Salley and Mike Duffy accounted for most of the Squire
scoring in the first half, while
Gradt Easterday and Bob .Taylor
provided the spark for the
visitors. The second half began
with a basket by Bloomfield, but
Newark came back with six
straight points to cut the margin
to 43-39. The teams tr aded
baskets until Art Salley sunk four
points, on a basket and two
technical free throws, to tie the
score at 51-51, Bloomfield then
scored six points but basket s by
Mike Duffy and Art Salley pulled
the Squires to within one point,
60-59. After this Bloomfield went
into a ·freeze and scored eight
points, all on foul shots, to offset
a late basket by John Wilkes and
hand the Squires their eleventh •
loss against ten wins. Grant
Easterday was high scorer for
the Bloomfield squad with 19
points, while Art Salley, Tom
Kuc and Mike Duffy led the
Squires with 18, 16, and 15 points,
In the J.V. game the Squires ·
scored the first basket for a
2-0 lead, but Bloomfield came
back and forged ahead for an
easy win. Playing without Carl
Marinelli, Milt Belford, Art
Ludgren and Gene Barrett showed
up as tne smaller Bloomfield
squad outplayed and outshot the
Squires. Doug Ucks was the
only Newark player to hit double
figures by scoring 13 points on
five baskets and three free

letters

Student Teaching

(Continued from Page 3)
write r of this article does.
Student kac hers merely skim
the surface of the respons,bility
and service that are required in
the profess ion. A cooperating
teacher who is at all times
responsible to the Board of
Education and the parents, must
often work doubly hard to get her
class back in shape after the
student teacher has left.
My advice to the writer of this
article, and to all others who
think of student-teac hing as a
"plague" and a "hell" because
it is without monetary compensat,on, is to go out and get a
,u.ne-to-five job· without responsib,lities, for 1 am sur e the
teaching field can never pay them
what they would expect for a
good job well done.
Ruth E. Smith
Principal,
Brook Lake School
Florham Park

throws, while Bloomfield.hadfive
players with ten or more poin~.
1 2 S
Newark State J.V.
16 17 33
Bloomfield Coll. J.V. 32 43 75
Newark State
name
f.g.
Salley
7
Kuc
6
Duffy
7
Davis
3
Wilkes
4

f.t.
4
4
1
0
0

'It

-g-

Bloomfield College
Name
f,g.
f.t.
Easterday 5
9
5
J enkins
0
Taylor
4
3
·Trawick
5
0
Giovanicci 4
4
Burman
3
0
Palmieri 1
1

'TT""

7'i

pts.
18
16
15
6
8

or
pts .
19
10
11
10
12
6
3

/1

Gym Time
by Jan Pi~arell
Venturing to the gym lastweek
as you remember I bumped into
Jim Day and his fencing club and
was foiled in the act of picture
taking. Things are looking up or
down or up and down because now
my path is being crossed with
the trampolin people. Boy do
they jump high (s ometimes they
don't come down). This makes
life interesting and since I wasn't
equipped with cameraetc. Ididn't
mind meeting up with high-in- the
sky women s tudents who were
bouncing up ,and down, Trampolining isn't really a sport it's just
a quick way to attain new
heights, Milling around further
I found the freshmen women playing those high net games again,
How is it that all games
nowadays are played with a net,
I suppose they have to separate
the contestants for fear of any
black . and blue marks. But
anyway these freshmen were
batting this poor innocent bird
a r o u n d a n d punching t h i s
helpless white ball all over the
place, I didn't appreciate this so
I left and wandered over to where
the sophomores were in action.
They seemed to be dancing but
I couldn't understand the dance
principally because they were all
lying on the floor and moving
their arms and legs but not
going anywhere,
I think it's
called modern dance.

Not smce the decade 1933-43
has Newark been represented on
the tennis courts. At that time,
with Branch Brook Park as the
home setting, Newark engaged
such competition as Seton Hall,
Rider, Drew, Moravian (Pa.),
East Stroudsburg (Pa,), Upsala,
Springfield (Mass.) as well as the
state colleges.
These teams ·
were drawn from an enrollment
of approximately one hundred
twenty five men. The war years
cut this enrollment to four or
five men. Tennis was dropped
never to be resumed as a varsity sport.
This year Newark will return
to the courts and compete in the
State Conference, Delay in the
construction of the tennis courts
precluded this move last year.
Preliminary surveys of the tennis
manpower tend to indicate major
support coming from the junior
class.
Freshmen and sophomores are needed to bolster the
squad. Except for one or two
experiences players, the six
singles and three doubles players
may be expected to be derived
from the novice rank. NOW is
the time for the wavering tennis
aspirant to make his bid for
experience in competitive tennis,
an activity which will contribute
to his recreational needs for
many years after graduation.
Currently, candidates are to
join the baseball squad for preseason conditioning. Report to the
gym without delay. The second
half of each session is given to
skills with the tennis candidates
engaging in ladder tournament
play, weather permitting.
Schedule to date:
April 7, Newark :. Rutgers
(practice match) Home - 3:00
(Matches pending with Drew and
N,C.E. )
April l:l, Jersey City s. c.
Away - 3:00
April 19, Montclair s. C.
Home - 3:30
April 27, Union Jr. Col,
Away - 3:00
April 29, Trenton S. C,
Home - 1:00
May 8, Montclair s. c. Away 3:00
May 12, Union Jr. Col,
Home - 3:00
May 17, <;;lassboroS,C,Away2:30

Salley's Leadership
Squire Asset

Of more than one thousand
applicants for admission to
Newark St ate College .as the
Class of '65, nearly 700 have
been accepted,
It is expected
that several of those who have
been accepted will drop out by
September, making an entering
class approximately 545 freshmen large,

7 '. '.m P M

IFSr

Mtgs. Room
Mtgs. Room
F.D.R.
Art Salley, Cage captain

Mtgs. Room
Stu. Pers. Of.
Gym
L,T.
Mtgs. Room
Alumni Office
Mtgs. Room
M.D.R.
F.D.R.
Gym
Gym

c.c.

Fae . Lounge-Townsend
Mtgs Room
L, T.

F. n . R.

March 9 at 7:30 P.M. is the
time set for the testing of potential basketball referees in this
section of the state, The testing
will be done by the Women's
National Official Rating Com mittee.
Eligibility for this
practical examination was the
completion of a written examination o n a 11 t h e rules and
regulations of women's
basketball. These women who be
attempting to S'ecure a referee's
rating will be refereeing g ames
played between Newark State,
Douglas College, and Montclair
State women.
Every year around this time of
the basketball season, women who
are interested in refereeing
women's and girl's basketball
games partake in a series .. of
examinations that tests skills
and rules of the game. In all a
women may score ·enough points
to secure five types of ratings:
National, Official, who must be .
20 years old, Junior National,
who must be below :w, a Local,
Associate, and
Intra-mural
Officials in which no age requirement is stated, Because of
Newark St ate 's locale the
practical examination is given on

our campus. The women who will
be tested are going for anyone of
the ratings already stated,
depending on how many points
they scored on the written and how
many they will tally on the
practicalexam.
All Newark State women who
have come out for basketball on
Tuesday and Thursday are asked
to help the National Official in
the chore by playing the other
two teams mentioned, All women
who are interested in playing on
March 9 must be there before
7:00 P.M. in gym costume or in
bermudas,
The Women's Physical Educ.ation Department thanks you for
your
cooperation
in this
endeavor.

Pin Chatt er

The president of the Women's
Recreation Association, Mary
Ann Loboda announces that a
milestone has been reached in
campus activities.
This noble
achievement has been reached by
the introduction of the co-ed
faculty and student bowling.
For the past three months
faculty and students have been
enjoying a delightful afternoon
at the Sunset Bowling Lanes in
Hillside.
A pleasant afternoon
indeed when one can bowl at
The Wapalanne Club will hold
reduced rates, More pleasant of
a meeting on March I at which
all is the fact that a new high
the following dates will be dishad been reached in faculty cussed:
student relations. A relationship
MARCH 10-12 Work weekend at
which helps this growing college
State School of Conservation,
become a college community not
Stokes State Forest. All members
a college "family". In all there
who have attended an outing,
have been about 100 different
campout etc., at the School of
bowlers who have come out for
Conservation are urged to attend.
this extra-curricular activity.
The School of Conservation will
Presently about 50 people a week
supply room and board FREE.
are out on the lanes. Enthusiasm
If interested sign up on notice
has risen among both faculty and
in College Center.
students as each one battles for
MARCH 7 Regular meeting the highest average. Leading the
7:30 P.M. - Dance Studio A women students is Mary Ann
short business meeting follo wed
Loboda with 156 average. Dr.
by Square Dancing for members
Guinnane is leading the faculty
of the club only. Campoutto
women over Dr. Unthicum, Miss
Worthington Tract to be disLear, and Miss Davidsontallying
cussed,
about a 140 average. Mr. Stier
MARCH 14 - Regular meetingis staying in front of Dr, ErringFinal planning for campout for
ton, Dr. Haus, and the mess rs
weekend of March 17, 18 and 19.
Darte and Blout and showing the
Place of campout is Worthington
men faculty how to bowl them,
Tract (near the Delaware Water
Leading the student men is Senior
Gap). The meeting will be held in
Bob Smithhou! with a 162
room 130 at 7:30 P,M.
average.
With the retu of the Juniors
MARCH 17, 18 and 19Campout
and Seniors from student teaching
at Worthington Tract.
MARCH 21 Regular meeting-If - the W.R.A. hopes to have as good
a turnout, if not better than the
you have taken any slides, movies
successful bowling season of last
or pictures of any Wapalanne Club
semester.
activities for this year, please
Gather your friends together
bring them to this meeting. Proand we'll see you on the lanes
jectors and screens will be
every Wednesday at 3:30.
provided. Carnival arrangements
will be made at this meeting.
The carnival is scheduled for the
21st and 22nd of April.
Don't forget t h e meeting on
March 1st,
The Senior 1· team came one
game closer to the title by downing the Soph • 1,50-43. The first
· size, he is able to beat bigge r
half ending in a 20-20 tie. In
men for
rebounds
he
the second half the Seniors,
averages 10 a game.
Comments LaRusso, "Inch by scored seven straight points to
take the lead. Terry Reilly scored
inch, I think that Salley is one
of the best ballplayers in our eight points, but the Seniors
pulled away on baskets by Eshelconference (N.J. State College
man and Handschuch. Handschuch
Conference), He is a real floor
was high scorer for the Seniors,
general and a very unselfish
with 17 points; Paul Capezza had
shooter. He feeds our corner15 for the Sophs.
men and he is the person that
The Soph. II team defeat the
has helped the club to our present
Freshman II, 81-65, despite a
10-10 record,"
27 point show by Bob Conway,
The cornermen are freshmen,
The Soph's lead by John Conte
Tom Kuc and John Wilkes, The
scored the first seven points,
former is averaging 17 points a
and held the Freshman to four
game and the latter nine.
markers, Conway and Harris
Salley is a secondary school
combined to score six points for
social studies major and is curthe Frosh, but the Sophs came
rently doing his practice teaching
back with four for 35-20 halftime
at South Side High School.
lead, In the second half the FreshLaRusso concludes, "Art is a
man started by running off 12
wonderful boy to work with, He
points to the Soph's five. Conway
has a pleasant personality and a
for the Frosh, netted 21 points
determined desire to make good,
but was offset by 15 points by
This desire is perhaps the thing
Petren
and
Abram,
and
that makes Art such a competitor.
another ten by Conte. Porcello
It is also this determination· that
began hitting and scored 13 points,
will make Art
credit to the
but even this could not cut the
teaching profession next year.
Soph lead. The Soph's scored an
Newark State plays Bloomfield
easy 81-65 victory, their fourth
tonight and Trenton State Friday
straignt. Petren and Conte were
night, both at its home court in
high' scorers for the winners,
Union. Victories in both games
netting 26 and 25 points, while
would give the team a winning
Conway lead the Freshman with
season, a tribute to its captain,
27.
Art C:~llov

OutDoorsMen

Intra-mural s

Weekly Schedule
Tuesday, March 7
7:30 P.M. Rho Theta Tau
7:30 P.M. Sigma Theta Chi
7:30 P.M. Nu Theta Chi
Wednesday, March 8
·
1:30 P.M. Lab Experiences Comm.
1:30 P.M. Stu, Pers. Comm.
7:00 P,M. Men's Intramural
•
Basketball
7:30 P.M. Festival Chorus Rehearsal
7:30 P,M, Star of David Club
7:30 P.M. Alumni Exec. Comm. Mtg,
Thursday, March 9
3:30 P, M. Fae . Discussion of
Grad. Program
7:00 P,M. Card party - all
sororities
7:30 P,M. Delta S,gma Pi
7:30 P.M. N.J. Women's Basketball Katings
Saturday, Marc h 11
8:30 P.M. "Brothe rs Four"
9:00 A,M. All day Math. Conf.
Monday, March 13
1:30 P.M. Dept, Chairman
7:00 P.M. Bridge Lessons
7: 30 P,M, F ilm "Metropolis"

Potential Referees To Be
Tested At Newark State

Mr. Bill Kozusko, sports
writer for the Newark Evening
News and author of "College
Chatter" his weekly sports rundown gave space to one of our
favorite sons on c ampus, The
article ran as follows: SALLEY
PROVES ABILITY AS CAPTAIN
OF NEWARK STATE CAGE
: TEJ.M. This is Art Salley's
·senior year at Newark State and
Coach Bill LaRusso certainly
will be sorry to see the 5-10
basketball p 1 ayer go, Not,
However, becaus.e the Newark
Arts High graduate _is the team's
second highest scorer and a fine
rebounder, but because of his
leadership.
A four year varsity veteran,
s ·a lley is the captain and only
seni o r on the team . nes oite his

a

